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Abstra t
A \simple horeography" for an N -body problem is a periodi solution in
whi h all N masses tra e the same urve without olliding. We shall require
all masses to be equal and the phase shift between onse utive bodies to be
onstant. The rst 3-body horeography for the Newtonian potential, after Lagrange's equilateral solution, was proved to exist by Chen iner and Montgomery
in De ember 1999. In this paper we prove the existen e of planar N -body simple
horeographies with arbitrary omplexity and/or symmetry, and any number
a
N of masses, provided the potential is of strong for e type (behaving like 1=r ,
a  2 as r ! 0). The existen e of simple
horeographies for the Newtonian
potential is harder to prove, and we fall short of this goal. Instead, we present
the results of a numeri al study of the simple Newtonian horeographies, and of
the evolution with respe t to a of some simple horeographies generated by the
potentials 1=ra , fo using on the fate of some simple horeographies guaranteed
to exist for a  2 whi h disappear as a tends to 1.
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1

Introdu tion

We will prove the existen e of new families of periodi solutions to the N -body
problem. In these solutions all N masses travel along a xed urve in the plane.
These solutions are topologi ally interesting, and pleasing to the eye. See the Figures
herein, although it is better to look at animations 1 .
The N -body problem with N equal masses on erns the study of the di erential
equations
d2 xi
= ri U (x1 ; : : : ; xN ):
(1.1)
dt2
Here U (x) = U (x1 ; : : : ; xN ) is the negative of the potential energy. The ve tors
xi 2 Rd , i = 1; 2; : : : ; N represent the positions of N masses moving in Rd . We will
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only be on erned here with the planar ase, d = 2. We take all the masses to be
equal to 1. We assume that U has the form

U (x) = 1i<j N f (rij );

(1.2)

where rij = jxi xj j is the distan e between the ith and j th mass and where the
two-body potential f (r) is a smooth non-negative fun tion of r > 0 whi h blows up
as r tends to 0. The potential is said to be Newtonian when f = =r for some > 0:
A ollision-free solution for the N -body problem in whi h all masses move on the
same planar urve with a onstant phase shift will be alled a simple horeography.
Lagrange [1772℄ found a simple horeography in the ase N = 3, for the Newtonian
potential. The three masses form the verti es of an equilateral triangle whi h rotates
rigidly within its ir ums ribing ir le. More generally, pla e N equal masses on a
ir le of radius r, so as to form the verti es of a regular N -gon. Rotate this N -gon
rigidly about the enter of the ir le with angular velo ity !. The resulting urve
will be a solution to the N -body equations. For on reteness, assume the potential
is f (r) = =ra ; > o; a > 0: Then the ondition on the radius of the ir le is



j  a
:
2 sin
= a+1 a;N where
r
N
We will all this the trivial ir ular simple horeography.
a

r!2

a;N = jN=11
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Figure 1: Three bodies on the eight.
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Figure 2: Fives bodies on a 4 petal ower.

In De ember of 1999 two of us (A. C. and R. M. [1999℄) found another simple
horeography for the Newtonian three-body problem. In this new solution three
equal masses travel a xed gure eight shaped urve in the plane (see Fig. 1).
This gure eight started o a urry of work. Soon afterwards another one of us
(J. G.) wondered whether the ir le and gure eight might be generalized to other
Lissajous{like urves. He soon found initial onditions for N = 4 whi h led to a
simple \ hain" horeography in the Newtonian ase (see Fig. 3 b). The four masses

form a parallelogram at ea h time instant. Then C. S., the fourth member of our
team, found a whole slew of numeri al solutions in whi h all of the bodies move
on a single urve, and with quite di erent shapes of urves (see Fig. 3 and 4). He
oined the name \ horeography" be ause of the dan e-like movement of the bodies
in animations. The quali ation \simple" refers to the fa t that all of the bodies lie
on a single urve, \multiple" horeographies being reserved for solutions where the
bodies move on di erent urves. As this paper deals only with simple horeographies
we shall often skip the word \simple". Hundreds of simple Newtonian horeography
solutions have now been found, the number of \distin t" horeographies growing
qui kly as a fun tion of N . The largest N a hieved so far is N = 799, with the
bodies moving on a gure eight urve.
When we say \distin t", we are ounting only what we all the \main" horeographies, that is those whi h are not derived from a given horeography either by
travelling around it a multiple number of times (subharmoni s) or by a ontinuation in whi h the angular momentum is varied, or even by a ombination of these
two onstru tions. The pre ise de nition of \main" and \satellite" horeographies,
together with examples and ounting, will be given in se tion 5 .

Conje ture 1.1 For every N  3 there is a main simple horeography solution for
the equal mass Newtonian N -body problem di erent from the trivial ir ular one.
The number of su h `distin t' main simple horeographies grows rapidly with N .
We will prove this onje ture, but only after repla ing the Newtonian two-body
potential f = 1=r by a strong-for e potential, a suggestion whi h goes ba k to
Poin are [1896℄. For the pre ise statement, see theorem 2.2 below. We all a potential strong-for e provided there exist positive onstants ; Æ su h that its two-body
potential f satis es:
f (r)  =r2 whenever r < Æ:
(1.3)
Imposing the strong for e ondition is a heap way to get around the main obstru tion to proving existen e of simple horeographies, whi h is the existen e of nite
a tion ollision solutions. Su h ollision solutions are present in the Newtonian ase,
and indeed for every f (r) = 1=ra with a < 2. Our real interest is establishing the
existen e of Newtonian horeographies and we will return to this in future papers.
1.1

Literature

The sear h for periodi solutions of the N -body problem is more tra table in the
ase of equal masses than in the general ase due to the symmetries of mass inter hange. To our knowledge, this observation rst appears expli itly (but only
in the spatial ase) in the paper by Davies, Truman and Williams [1983℄. Among

other things, these authors were looking for periodi solutions of the equal mass
Newtonian N -body problem in R3 whose on gurations were invariant under an
orientation-reversing isometry at ea h instant. After redu ing by rotations, they
get a two-degrees of freedom system, parameterized by the angular momentum (the
symple ti redu tion). They look for periodi orbits whose proje tion to the redu ed
phase spa e are \brake orbits". A brake orbit is a periodi solution whi h tra es out
the image of an interval, going ba k and forth, `braking' to zero (redu ed) velo ity
and hanging dire tion at the endpoints of this interval. In order to give rise to a
periodi solution of the unredu ed system, the period of the redu ed (brake) orbit
must be in resonan e with the period of rotation of the system. The existen e of
su h resonant brake orbits was only established numeri ally. Periodi solutions of
this kind were redis overed re ently at least twi e: the \pelotes", found numerially by Hoynant [1999℄, whi h in lude an a priori in nite set of examples where at
least 4 bodies travel on one and the same spatial urve, and the \Hip-Hop", whose
existen e is proved by Chen iner and Venturelli [1999℄ as a ollisionless minimizer
of the a tion under the appropriate symmetry onditions. The paper by Davies,
Truman and Williams was the in entive for the systemati study by Stewart [1996℄
of symmetry methods in N -body problems with a non-singular potential.
Another important paper, of whi h we be ame aware only after our paper was
nearly ompleted, is C. Moore [1993℄. Moore investigates the possibility of realizing
pure braids on N strands by periodi solutions to planar N -body problems. Simple
horeographies orrespond to ertain spe ial types of braids, hen e Moore's paper
has lose relations to ours. His tool is the gradient ow for the a tion fun tional. He
obtains the result, redis overed by R.M. [1998℄, that for strong-for e potentials any
\tangled" braid type an be realized. He asserts the existen e of the gure eight solution in the Newtonian ase, based on a numeri al investigation of the onvergen e
of the gradient ow, and he dis usses its dynami al stability. He also dis usses the
dependen e of horeography solutions (and their existen e or disappearan e) on the
exponent a of f = 1=ra , thus presaging the dis ussion of our se tion 6.
Appli ations of \the eight" start to appear. Heggie [2000℄ has numeri al eviden e
that it an appear as an output of the intera tion of two ouples of binaries.
2

Simple

horeographies. The theorem.

We are interested in periodi solutions in whi h all N masses travel the same urve
q(t). The period of these solutions is not important to us. Our proofs work for any
period. Furthermore, in the homogeneous potential ase, s aling allows to obtain
any desired period. At this point it is onvenient for us to take this period to be N .
Thus we are sear hing for solutions to the N -body problem whi h have the form

xj (t) = q(t + j ); j = 0; : : : ; N 1
(2.1)
with q(t) = q(t + N ) (see Chen iner-Montgomery [2000℄ after renumbering).
We will say that a urve has a ollision if q(t) = q(t + i) for some time t, and
some integer i, i = 1; : : : N 1. We want solutions without ollisions. With this
in mind, let C = C 0 (S1; C ) be the set of all ontinuous urves q : S1 = R=N Z ! C
endowed with the usual C 0 -topology. De ne the dis riminant lo us D  C to be the
set of all those urves along whi h there is some ollision.
De nition 2.1 A simple horeography lass is a omponent of C n D.
The main theoreti al result of this paper is :

Theorem 2.2 Given any simple horeography lass, there is a periodi solution of
any planar strong-for e N -body problem (see equation (1.3)) whi h realizes this lass.
Compare with Moore [1993℄ and Montgomery [1998℄ in whi h an analogous result
is established for any braid lass.
Examples of simple horeographies are given by the Figures in this paper. Most
of these are for Newton's (non-strong for e) potential. In Simo [2000℄ several other
families are displayed. In se tion 5 it is proved that the number of \main" simple
horeographies in reases at least exponentially with N .
2.1

An alternative des ription

It is illuminating to have another des ription of simple horeographies (see Chen iner
[2000℄). The on guration spa e for the planar N -body problem is C N . Think of
S1 = R =N Z as a ir le of ir umferen e N , drawn in the plane. Ins ribe within
this S1 a regular N -gon, with verti es labelled in y li order and vertex 0 on the
positive x-axis. The image of vertex j under a map x : S1 ! C N n  is to represent
the initial position xj (0) of mass j , j = 0; 1; : : : N 1. As the N -gon rotates
rigidly within the ir le, these image points move, thus sweeping out a urve in
C N . Now the group ZN a ts on S1 by rotations, taking our standard N -gon to
itself, with the standard generator of the group a ting on a point t 2 S1 by
t 7! Æ t = t + 1. This same generator a ts on C N by permuting the masses:
x = (x0 ; : : : ; xN 1 ) 7! Æ x = (x1 ; : : : ; xN 1 ; x0 ).
Now we make a ru ial observation. A map x : S1 ! C N is equivariant with
respe t to this ZN a tion, i.e. x( Æ t) = Æ x(t), if and only if xj (t) = x0 (t + j ). In
other words, the ZN -equivariant maps into C N orrespond pre isely to losed urves
q : S1 ! C in the plane, with the orresponden e being given by the equation (2.1)
above. This de nes a natural orresponden e C := C 0 (S1; C ) $ C 0 (S1; C N )ZN ,

where the subs ript ZN denotes equivarian e with respe t to that group. Moreover,
a urve is ollision-free in our original sense if and only if its orresponding urve
in C 0 (S1; C N )ZN has no ollisions, i.e., no points with xi = xj for i 6= j; i; j =
0; : : : N 1. This establishes a natural orresponden e between the spa e of loops
C n D of the beginning and the spa e C 0(S1; C N n )ZN where   C N is the set of
all possible ollisions between any distin t masses. ( is sometimes alled the \fat
diagonal".) Thus a simple horeography lass is the same as a omponent of the
spa e C 0 (S1; C N n )ZN of ollision-free equivariant loops in on guration spa e.
2.2

Remark on imposing additional symmetries

Various other groups a t on S1 and on C N . By imposing these as additional symmetries we an obtain beautiful symmetri patterns for our N -body horeography solutions. Fix a nite group ontaining ZN , and a ting on both S1 and on C N in su h
a way that it preserves the Lagrangian, and su h that the restri tion of the a tion
to ZN agrees with the previously de ned a tion of ZN . Repla e C 0(S1; C N n )ZN
by C 0 (S1; C N n )  C 0 (S1; C N n )ZN , the spa e of -equivariant loops. Then the
de nition of horeography lasses extends to yield that of equivariant horeography
lasses, and our main theorem still holds in the equivariant ase.
The groups we have in mind are y li (ZNm) or dihedral (DNm ) extensions
of ZN , or produ ts of these by a subgroup of O(2). Re all that the dihedral group
Dk , the symmetry group of a regular k-gon, is a non trivial extension of Zk by Z2
whi h admits the presentation fs; jsk = 1; 2 = 1; s = s 1 g. This group may be
put, usually in several ways, in the form of a semi-dire t produ t. For example, D6
is a semi-dire t produ t of Z3 by Z2  Z2, D12 is a semi-dire t produ t of Z4 by D3 ,
et .
We need to de ne their a tions. We shall take always the a tion of Dk on S1 (of
length N ), de ned by s  t = t + N=k;   t = t; but we may de ne di erent
a tions on C N . The only ondition will be that the restri tion of the a tion to the
normal subgroup ZN (generated by sm ) be the one de ned in 2.1, that is
sm  (x0 ; x1 ;    ; xN 1 ) = (x1 ; x2 ;    ; x0 ):
Let us take for example N = 3 and = D6 . As a rst a tion of D6 on C 3 we de ne
s  (x0 ; x1 ; x2 ) = ( x2 ; x0 ; x1 );   (x0 ; x1 ; x2 ) = (x0 ; x2 ; x1 ):
For the se ond one, we take

s  (x0 ; x1 ; x2 ) = ( x2 ; x0 ; x1 );   (x0 ; x1 ; x2 ) = ( x0 ; x2 ; x1 ):
An example of an equivariant loop for the rst a tion of D6 is the Lagrange
equilateral solution where the three bodies hase ea h other around a ir le, x0

being at time 0 on the positive interse tion of the ir le with the horizontal (= real)
axis. An example of an equivariant loop for the se ond a tion is the eight with x0
being at the origin when t = 0: Note that, on the ontrary, the supereight with four
bodies (Fig. 3 b) shares equivarian e under some a tion of the group D4  Z2 on
C 4 , with the relative equilibrium solution where the four bodies form a rigid square
and hase ea h other around a ir le. (These two represent di erent topologi al, or
horeography lasses, however).
Planar horeographies whi h enjoy k-fold dihedral symmetry have the pattern of
owers with k petals (see Fig. 2, 3 and 4 e), or, when the petals overlap tightly, they
look like pi tures drawn by a hildren's drawing toy, the spirograph. We leave to the
reader the de nition and representation of the orresponding groups (in the ase
of Fig. 3 , for example, the group is D12 , see Chen iner [2000℄ for more details).
3

Proof

Ex ept for the (fundamental) symmetry onsiderations, the following proof is essentially due to Poin are [1896℄, with the following unimportant di eren es: Poin are
was working with homology instead of homotopy and looked for periodi orbits in
a rotating frame.
We use the dire t method of the al ulus of variations (see Montgomery [2000℄
for more details). The a tion for our N -body problem is given by

A(x) =

Z

0

T

1
[ K (x_ (t)) + U (x(t))℄dt;
2

(3.1)

where T = N , K (x_ )=iN=0 1 jx_ i j2 and U (x)=1i<j N f (jxi xj j), with f as in (1.3).
If U (x)  0, whi h we hen eforth assume, and if the a tion of the urve x is nite,
then the derivative x_ is square integrable, whi h is to say that it lies in the Sobolev
spa e x 2 H 1 (S1; C N ). If x is a riti al point of A, and if x has no ollisions, then x is
a N -periodi solution to (1.1). This is a basi , well-known result in me hani s and in
the al ulus of variations. Collisions have to be ex luded be ause (1.1) breaks down
at ollisions, and be ause the a tion is not di erentiable at paths with ollisions,
despite some potentials (e.g., the Newtonian one) being regularizable.
A ording to \the prin iple of symmetri riti ality" (see for example Palais
[1979℄) this same statement holds for -equivariant paths. More pre isely, let be
any nite group a ting on both S1 and on C N by isometries in su h a way that it
preserves the potential U . Then preserves the Lagrangian and hen e leaves the
a tion un hanged: A(x) = A(g Æ x), for g 2 . Let H 1 (S1; C N )  H 1 (S1; C N )
be the set of all equivariant paths with square-integrable derivative. Suppose that
x is ollision-free, and that dA(x)(v) = 0 for all v 2 H 1 (S1; C N ) . Then x is a

solution to (1.1). The proof pro eeds by using redu ibility of -representations to
show that dA(x)(v) = 0 for all v 2 H 1 (S1; C N ) implies that dA(x)(v) = 0 for
all v 2 H 1 (S1; C N ), and that x is a riti al point within the bigger loop spa e
H 1 (S1; C N ) (a dire t proof is given in Chen iner [2000℄).
Re all H 1 (S1; C N )  C 0 (S1; C N ). This is one of the simplest instan es of the
Sobolev inequalities. The dire t method pro eeds by xing a horeography , that
is to say a omponent of C 0 (S1; C N ) , interse ting with the subspa e of H 1 paths, and then taking the in mum of the a tion A(x) over all paths x realizing this
horeography. By slight abuse of notation we will use the same symbol to denote
the interse tion of the lass with the spa e of H 1 -paths. Set:

a( ) = xinf
2 A(x):

(3.2)

j x(t + j ) = 0:

(3.3)

Then, by de nition of in mum, there is a sequen e xn 2  H 1 (S1; C N n ) with
A(xn ) ! a( ). The idea is to show that xn onverges to a solution to (1.1), and
this solution lies in the interior of .
qR
p
jx_ j2dt jt sj shows that the set of
The Sobolev inequality jx(t) x(s)j 
all H 1 paths with a tion A bounded by a xed onstant forms an equi ontinuous
family.
This same argument shows that the length ` of any path x 2 C is less than
p
2A(x). Without loss of generality we may take the enter of mass of ea h of our
paths xn to be identi ally zero:
An easy argument now shows that the set of all paths in C with enter of mass at the
origin, and with bounded length, is a pointwise bounded family. The Arzela-As oli
theorem asserts that any bounded, equi ontinuous family of paths in C ontains a
onvergent subsequen e. So without loss of generality, we have the existen e of a
urve x su h that xn ! x in the C 0 -norm.
The rux of the matter is to show that this C 0 limit x is ollision-free, or
what is the same thing, that minimizing sequen es annot tend to the boundary
of a omponent . If so, this limit is automati ally in . Fatou's lemma A(x ) 
limn A(xn ) then shows that x is a minimizer, and hen e a riti al point for the a tion
restri ted to -equivariant loops. The prin iple of symmetri riti ality applies,
yielding that x is a solution realizing the given horeography. That x is ollisionfree follows dire tly from

Proposition 3.1 If U is a strong-for e potential, then any path with ollision has
in nite a tion.
Proof. Suppose the path x su ers a ollision, with masses i and j olliding at time
t . Write r for rij . The kineti term K in the a tion satis es K  r_ 2 . Sin e x is

ontinuous, we have r < Æ for some time interval jt t j   about the ollision
time. The strong for e assumption yields U  =r2 over this interval. Thus the
1
1 2
2
2
2
Lagrangian
p r_ satis es L = 2 K +R tU2 r_  2 r_ + =r . Using a + b  2ab we have that
L  2 j r j for jtj  . But j t1 r dtj = j log r(t2 ) log r(t1 )j, and r(t ) = 0. From
R
this we on lude that the partial a tion tt + Ldt diverges at least logarithmi ally
as t ! t from above, and so the a tion of the ollision path is in nite. QED
Remark. This proposition is proved in Poin are [1896℄ under the stronger assumption of (almost) onservation of energy. More pre isely, Poin are makes use
of the fa t that at ollision, kineti and potential energy are of the same order of
magnitude.
4

Numeri al investigations

We on entrate on the Newtonian potential. Easier ases (strong-for e 1=ra ; a  2)
and harder ases ( 1=ra ; 0 <a< 1) of homogeneous potentials have also been su essfully sear hed for simple horeographies (see se tion 6). Ex ept in that se tion all
Figures presented here are of Newtonian solutions. Note, also, that a natural ontinuation to the logarithmi potential, f (r) = log r; is possible and it is better done
by using f (r) = 1=(ara ) instead of f (r) = 1=ra for small positive a, but we shall not
report on these results here. All the Figures in the paper represent solutions with
period T = 2. From now on we set S1 = R=2Z and we shall use S1N for R=N Z:
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Figure 3: Simple horeographies for four bodies under the Newtonian potential.

For N = 3 only Lagrange's equilateral solution, the eight and some satellites of
the eight (see se tion 5) are known. From now on we skip the trivial ir ular ase in
whi h the N masses form a regular N -gon whi h rotates within its ir ums ribing
ir le. Figure 3 presents some simple horeographies for four bodies. The positions
of the bodies at some initial time are displayed. The values of the a tions are
shown. Compare with the a tion for the ir le horeography, A = 36:613230: Several
examples with N = 5 an be found in Simo [2000℄.
In Fig. 4 we display some simple horeographies for several values of N: They
show just a few of the types found. We refer to Simo [2000℄ for additional families.
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Figure 4: A sample of di erent kinds of simple horeographies for the Newtonian potential.

For the numeri al omputation of simple horeographies, two methods have been
used: minimization and Newton's method.
4.1

Minimization methods

These pro eed by sear hing for lo al minima of A. In general we annot ensure that
the value of the minimum found is a( ), see (3.2). We represent a urve q whose
omponents in R2 are denoted as (u; v), by an approximation q^ = (^u; v^) with

u^(t) = M
k=1 ak os(kt) + bk sin(kt);

v^(t) = M
k=1

k

os(kt) + dk sin(kt): (4.1)

At time t the bodies are lo ated in q(t + 2j=N ); j = 0; : : : ; N R 1; with velo ities
q_(t +2j=N ): These values are substituted in (3.1). The integral S1 L(^q(t); dq^=dt)dt

is omputed using a trapezoid rule with time step 2=n; where n is a multiple of
the number of bodies, n = pN; p 2 N : Only the values for t = tj = 2j=n; j =
0; : : : ; p 1 are needed, be ause after 2=N ea h body is shifted to the position of the
next one. The approximate value of the a tion A^ depends on P = fak ; bk ; k ; dk ; k =
1; : : : ; M g through (4.1). Be ause of (3.3), with j repla ed by 2=N; all the oeÆients with N jk must be zero. By imposing symmetries on a horeography we an
further de rease the ardinality of P: Collision-free solutions are analyti and the
use of the trapezoid rule is suitable.
In this way we obtain a dis retized fun tional A^(P ): It is minimized by using the
gradient method and variants. Several pra ti al problems appear: a) The a tion is
quite \ at" and lots of lo al minima seem to exist. b) In ase we look for a solution
having a passage lose to ollision, the number of harmoni s should be large, of the
order of several thousands. Both problems slow down the minimization.
Typi ally the omputations have been stopped when two onse utive estimates
of A^, all of them being lo al minima along a sear h line, di er by less than 10 10 :
We started with any arbitrary set P or with data obtained after smoothing and
ltering a hand drawn urve. As a test of goodness we have used the onservation
of the energy and the residual
a eleration: the di eren e between the value given
2
d
by (1.1) and by using dt2 q^ at the times t = tj :
4.2

Newton's method

Let 2=N be the ow of (1.1) for a time interval 2=N . Starting with given values
of positions and velo ities at t = 0; xj ; x_ j ; j = 0; : : : ; N 1; the transport by 2=N
should give the same values, with the indi es shifted y li ally by one unit. This
gives a set of 4N s alar equations, whi h is solved by Newton method starting
at an approximate solution found by minimization. The map 2=N is omputed
by numeri al integration of (1.1). The simultaneous integration of the variational
equations is also needed. In most of the ases parallel shooting (see, e.g., StoerBulirs h [1983℄) has been required, espe ially if passages lose to ollision o ur.
Typi ally Newton iterations are stopped when the \ losing error" is below 10 12 :
As a byprodu t, linear stability properties have been obtained. Note that these 4N
equations are not independent. Use has been made of (3.3) and the rotation and
time shift invarian e to de rease by 6 the dimension of the system to be solved.
The only horeography found to be linearly stable, up to now, for the Newtonian
potential is the eight (again, see se tion 5). Furthermore, on the manifold of angular
momentum zero, where the eight lives, the hypothesis of the KAM theorem has been
he ked to hold by a numeri al omputation of the torsion (see Simo (2) [2000℄).

5
5.1

Main

horeographies, satellites and linear

On main and satellite

hains

horeographies

As we announ ed in the Introdu tion, starting with one horeography, we show
how to onstru t, under some hypotheses, a family of new horeographies, by either
travelling around the initial horeography a multiple number of times, or by a ontinuation in whi h the angular momentum is varied, or by a ombination of these
two onstru tions.
This suggests distinguishing between main and satellite horeographies, as we
have done pre eding onje ture 1.1. in the rst se tion: a main horeography is one
whi h is not the satellite of another one.

5.1.1 Subharmoni s
Let us start with a des ription of the Poin are map in the neighborhood of an N periodi horeography x(t) = (q(t); q(t + 1);    ; q(t + N 1)). Re all (subse tion
2.1) that the solution x(t) is hara terized by the fa t that 8t; x(t +1) = Sx(t);
where S : C N ! C N is the isometry of the on guration spa e de ned by
S (x0 ; x1 ;    ; xN 1 ) = (x1 ;    ; xN 1 ; x0 ):
This fa t has been strongly used in the numeri al methods of the previous se tion.
Let us x the energy and the angular momentum to the value they have for our
solution. After redu tion of the translational and rotational symmetries, we get a
(4N 7)-dimensional manifold ( ounting the dimension over R) on whi h S operates
naturally. Let us all 0 a pie e of (4N 8)-dimensional submanifold transverse to
the periodi orbit at a point (x(t0 ); x_ (t0 )). Let 1 ;    ; N 1 be the images of 0 by
S;    ; S N 1 . These submanifolds are transverse to the periodi orbit at the points
(x(t0 + 1); x_ (t0 + 1));    ; (x(t0 + N

1); x_ (t0 + N

1));

respe tively. Let Pi : i ! i+1 ; i = 0;    ; N 1; be the Poin are maps (of
ourse, N = 0 ). One veri es readily that S Æ Pi = Pi+1 Æ S , where S is extended
diagonally to C N  C N . Let us de ne P : 0 ! 0 by the formula P = S 1 Æ P0 .
One dedu es from the above and from the fa t that S N = Id, that the rst return
map P = PN 1 Æ    Æ P1 Æ P0 to 0 is equal to P N . This is what hara terizes the
rst return maps along horeographies: they admit an N -th root (whi h is nothing
but the return map to the orresponding se tion in the quotient by S , whi h a ts
freely in the neighborhood of a horeography).
Now, for any horeography of N bodies, a subharmoni solution gives rise to
a horeography ea h time it orresponds to a periodi point, say of order k, of

p

P = N P , the Poin are map of the quotient by S . This is be ause, lifted to the phase
spa e, su h a subharmoni will give rise to a horeography x~(t)  x(t); t 2 [0; T~℄,
of period T~  kN (if we hose the period T of x(t) to be equal to N ), pre isely
x~(t + T~=N ) = S k x~(t), as long as (k; N ) = 1. This is be ause
1) if (k; N ) = 1, N is a generator of Z=kZ, so that all the inverse images of the
periodi solution of P under quotient by S belong to the same periodi orbit;
2) the time spent by this orbit to go from i to i+1 is independent of i be ause
the ve tor eld ommutes with S .
5.1.2 Relative horeographies
Another possibility is to hange the angular momentum level. Call a solution of (1.1)
of the form x(t) = (q(t); q(t + 1); : : : ; q(t + N 1)) a relative simple horeography of
period N if there is a rotation R of xed angle , su h that, for all t,
q(t + N ) = R q(t):
In a rotating frame with angular velo ity =N , it be omes an honest horeography.
If the angle of this rotation is a rational multiple m=d of 2 then x is periodi with
period T = dN and

X (t) = (q(t); q(t + d); : : : ; q(t + (N

1)d))

is a horeography (in the xed frame) provided there are no ollisions, that is if d
and N are mutually prime.
Otherwise, the solution is quasiperiodi . If the Poin are return map of an initial
horeography q0 is nondegenerate, and if that horeography has angular momentum
C0 , then a ording to the impli it fun tion theorem there will exist a family of
relative simple horeographies near q0 with angular momentum C taking any value
within an interval about C0 . Most of these will be quasiperiodi , but a dense set
will have rational rotational angle.

5.1.3 Satellites of the eight
Let us des ribe now some basi fa ts regarding the dynami s near the gure eight
horeography (see Simo (2) [2000℄). We shall show that it has many \satellite"
horeographies. Indeed:
As a xed point of the above Poin are map P (with xed energy and zero angular
momentum), the gure eight orbit is totally ellipti with torsion: the frequen ies do
hange lo ally when one gets away from the xed point. Hen e there exists a family
of periodi points (subharmoni s) parameterized by a rational rotation ve tor, whose

omponents tend to limit values given by the eigenvalues of the Poin are map P ,
approximately 0:00842272 and 0:29809253,
p3 when we approa h the xed point.
As, for the eight solution, P = P is also totally ellipti , this implies the
existen e of a family of horeographies a umulating to the eight. In turn, some of
these horeographies are totally ellipti and the same argument is likely to apply
inde nitely, giving also rise to horeographi solenoids.
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Figure 5: Several examples of satellite orbits, the top and bottom ones being
horeographies, but not the middle one. See the text for explanation.

The gure eight periodi solution an also be ontinued to di erent angular
momenta. As we saw, a possible way to pro eed is to use a rotating frame with

angular velo ity !. As rst found by Henon [2000℄, the periodi orbit be omes a
distorted gure eight, with the three bodies travelling on the same path in rotating
oordinates. For that purpose Henon used the same program he had been using in
Henon [1976℄ to ontinue the ollinear S hubart's orbit. A ording to the pre eding
dis ussion, this gives rise to new horeographies, satellites of the eight. If some
of these are still totally ellipti { and this will happen for a small enough angular
velo ity { new satellites of them shall appear, and so on.
Figure 5 shows an illustration of these two possibilities. On the top we display a
satellite horeography of the gure eight one, obtained from a periodi point under
the Poin are map around the xed point and having only omponent along the fast
frequen y. Therefore, it lives on a \sub enter" manifold. The rotation number is
11=37  0:297297297; quite lose to the limit rotation number at the xed point.
Indeed, the variation of the rotation number is quite at along that mode. All the
bodies des ribe the same path and this seems to be a lo al minimum of the a tion.
The dots on the Figure (one on the left, one on the right and the third one at the
origin) show the initial position of the three bodies. For referen e also the path of
the gure eight solution is plotted. The middle sub gure shows a satellite orbit with
rotation number 8=27: Note that the denominator is now a multiple of 3. The three
bodies des ribe slightly di erent paths. On the Figure the path of one of the bodies
is plotted in ontinuous lines, while the path of another body is plotted in broken
lines. These paths look like urves with rational slope on a torus, slightly shifted
the one from the other. To prevent to have too many lines the path of the third
body is skipped, but an be learly seen where it should be.
On the bottom we display a satellite horeography with non{zero angular momentum. This value, C  0:03125986 ; has been sele ted to have a solution whi h
pre esses and loses also after 37 \revolutions" along the eight and 3 full revolutions
around the enter of mass. That is m=d = 3=37: The three bodies des ribe, again,
the same path. Linear stability has been he ked for this horeography. Figure 6
displays 1/37 of the period, both in xed and rotating axes.
In general, we do not need to start with a totally ellipti periodi solution. It is
enough that it have some ellipti eigenvalues. For instan e, for the horeographies
for N = 4 shown in Fig. 3, we have that the dimension of the enter manifold W
equals 2 in all ases ex ept d), where it is 4, and e), where it is 0, as it also is for
the trivial ir le ase. (We always ignore the 4 ouples of eigenvalues equal to 1 due
to the rst integrals.)
Remark. To de ide if a given horeography is main is not easy. It is not ex luded
that some of the horeographies presented here as of main type ould be related by
a family of ontinuous solutions if we allow for periodi solutions in the omplex
phase spa e with the omplex period.
By homotoping the potential we an sometimes onne t two di erent main hore-

ographies. This happens to Fig. 3 e where the homotopy parameter is the exponent
a in the potential 1=ra . In Simo [2000℄ another horeography, very similar to 3 e,
but having dim W = 2, is found by following horeography 3 e upon hanging the
potential. Both horeographies arise for the Newtonian potential and belong to the
same lass. See se tion 6 for further dis ussion. Note that although we do not allow
su h potential{varying homotopies in our de nition of \satellite" horeography, they
are nevertheless useful in understanding horeographies.
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Figure 6: 1/37 of the bottom orbit in Fig. 6. Left: Fixed axes. Right: Rotating axes. The
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5.2

The linear

hains

Among the simplest horeographies are the \linear hains" formed by di erent \bubbles". Figures 1, 3 a, 3 b, 4 a, 4 b and 4 show examples. All of them seem to be of
main type. Working in S1N a double point z in a hain (or in a general horeography)
has two values of t asso iated to it, say ta and tb . The (integer) length of the loop
related to z is de ned to be [tb ta ℄ (in S1N ), where [ ℄ denotes the integer part. As
tb ta 2= Z the omplementary length is N 1 [tb ta ℄: A linear hain with J bubbles has J 1 double points all lying on the x-axis, whi h we will label z1 ; : : : zJ 1
in order of in reasing x- oordinate. Note that, if we try to produ e a similar hain
without having zi on the x-axis, a kind of prin iple of minimum intera tion of the
bubbles leads, by minimization of the a tion, to a solution as des ribed.
Upon reorienting the loop (reversing time) if ne essary, we may assume that
the orresponding lengths of the left hand loops de ned by these double points
yields an in reasing sequen e of integers: 1  `1 < `2 < : : : < `J 1 . The values
`1 ; `2 `1 ; : : : ; `i+1 `i ; : : : ; N 1 `J 1 are the lengths asso iated to the bubbles
and hara terize the horeography lass of a linear hain. Note that if `i+1 = `i then
the bubble between zi and zi+1 an be destroyed without passing through a ollision
and hen e represents the same horeography as a linear hain with one fewer bubble.
So we assume that the sequen e of lengths is stri tly in reasing. For ompleteness
we also in lude the ase J = 1; i.e., the trivial ir ular solution, as a linear hain.

Proposition 5.1 The number of linear hains for N bodies is 2N

3 + 2[(N 3)=2℄

A proof an be found in Simo [2000℄. In parti ular, the number of main horeographies in reases exponentially with N .
6

Evolution of the

horeographies with the potential

As anti ipated, we an take a family of homogeneous potentials with f (r) = 1=ra ;
a > 0 in (1.2). It is reasonable to ask several questions: what happens to a horeography whi h exists for a = 1 when a is de reased approa hing zero? What is the
fate of a horeography whi h exists for a = 2 but fails to exist for a = 1? Are the
diÆ ulties en ountered in trying to prove the onje ture for the Newtonian potential just te hni al, or are they deeper? It has already been said that from a given
horeography for a = 1 it is possible to nd, by ontinuation with respe t to a,
another horeography also for a = 1. The main goal of this se tion is to present
several numeri al results in these dire tions.
The eight an be ontinued without diÆ ulty to any value of a > 0: It is found
to be stable in a short domain, roughly a 2 [0:86; 1:23℄: Con erning the ases N = 4
given in Fig. 3, de reasing a they rea h a saddle{node bifur ation (s-n for short)
and the ontinuation of the family is only possible by in reasing a again. With the
ex eption of the mentioned ase e), all of them seem to approa h a ollision (either a
single double ollision, several double ollisions or a triple ollision) before rea hing
again a = 1. Case ) displays a short stability interval around a = 0:63:
For N = 5 similar things happen. Most of the ases go to a ollision (a quadruple
ollision being now possible), after or before rea hing a s-n. Some ases present
several s-n before approa hing a ollision, the variation of a being monotone between
two su essive s-n. A ouple of ases return to a = 1, after having a s-n for a < 1,
before approa hing a ollision. On the other side the example with 5 bodies on a
symmetri al eight an be ontinued to any value a > 0; while the linear hain with
J = 4 (a super-super-eight) an be ontinued up to a ' 0:0288854; where it has a
s-n and a starts to in rease again.
Now let us onsider a horeography with N = 4 whi h seems not to exist for
the Newtonian potential. It should look like Fig. 3 a but with the small loop inside the larger one. It ertainly exists for a = 2: Figure 7 shows what happens
when a ontinuation for de reasing a is attempted. As a hara teristi of a given
horeography we have taken the minimum distan e rmin = min1i<j N; t2[0;2℄ ri;j (t):
On Fig. 7 a we display the evolution of rmin with a, starting at a = 2 (marked
as A) and de reasing a. Two s-n are seen, marked as B and D. Pro eeding along
the family a ollision is approa hed at the point marked as F. On Fig. 7 b the

three orbits shown orrespond to A, B and C in Fig. 7 a, the size of the inner
loop de reasing when a does. Next orbits, D to F, are displayed on Fig. 7 . The
magni ation shows a lear approximation of F to a binary ollision. A very small
loop appears for orbit C. It be omes as large as the inner one in D, then part of it
moves outside the large loop in E and, nally, most of the small loop appears outside
the large one in F. This s enario is frequently observed in the evolution of the a tion
minimization pro edure with the Newtonian potential, when it seems that no lo al
minimum exists inside the hosen horeography lass.
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The ase N = 4 with a small loop inside is not an ex eption. Instead of N = 4
we an take N > 4 and ask for a small loop of integer length [`℄ = 1 inside a
large loop. Only these two loops are requested for the horeography. In all ases
the behavior seems to be the same one. Figure 8 a displays what happens for the
equivalent of point B in Fig. 7 a, i.e., the rst s-n en ountered when we evolve from
a = 2 downwards. In this Figure we show the small inner loops for several values
of N : 4 to 8, 12 and 36, the loops going to the left for in reasing N . To be able

to put them on the same window we have added to ea h urve the oordinates of
the rightmost point in the large loop. For N = 4 we have in Fig. 8 a the same loop
shown in Fig. 7 b with label B. Note the evolution of the tiny loop whi h is reated
in Fig. 7 a for in reasing N , like a swallowtail unfolding.
Let aN;k be the value of a in the ontinuation, started going down from a = 2
with N bodies, and when the k-th s-n is found. The data orresponding to N = 4;
displayed in Fig. 7 a, are aN;1 ' 1:0344; aN;2 ' 1:5374: It is quite instru tive to
look at similar values for other values of N . They are given in the next table. In
parti ular all the aN;1 values are greater than 1. This gives an eviden e of the la k of
existen e of this very simple horeography for all N: Furthermore, a tentative guess
of the behavior of aN;1 as a fun tion of N for in reasing N is aN;1 ' 1 + =N 2 ; for
some > 0: For a value of a slightly larger than 1, the horeography with a small
loop of [`℄ = 1 inside a large loop should exist for N large enough, while it seems
not to exist for a = 1. It looks diÆ ult to take into a ount this tiny di eren e in
an analyti al reasoning towards existen e proofs.

a5;1 ' 1:1720
a6;1 ' 1:1401
a7;1 ' 1:1103
a8;1 ' 1:0887

a5;2 ' 1:3862
a6;2 ' 1:3255
a7;2 ' 1:2914
a8;2 ' 1:2680

a12;1 ' 1:0449
a16;1 ' 1:0273
a20;1 ' 1:0183
a24;1 ' 1:0129

a28;1 ' 1:0096
a32;1 ' 1:0073
a36;1 ' 1:0057
a40;1 ' 1:0046

On the other side, we an onsider the small loop with [`℄ = 1, outside the large
loop, generalizing to arbitrary N the ase shown in Fig. 3 a. The shape of the small
loop is shown in Fig. 8 b for di erent values of N : 40, 48, 50, 60, 70 and 100. As
before the size of the loop de reases with in reasing N , while to keep the loops on
the same window we have added the oordinates of the leftmost point on the large
loop. The value N = 48 has been sele ted be ause it is very lose to having a usp
point. The evolution of the shape of the small loops is di erent from the one found
in the pre eding ase.
We nish with a dis ussion of a di erent type. Consider an N -gon. It seems
to be a global minimum for the a tion. Assume it is travelled k > 1 times. Is it
still a lo al minimum? The simplest ounterexample we have found appears for
N = 7; k = 2: Taking small deviations from this solution the minimization leads to
an inner loop with [`℄ = 3 inside a larger loop. It looks similar to ase A in Fig. 7 b,
but the inner loop is loser to the outer one. It has an a tion A ' 182:326; while
the 7-gon travelled twi e has A ' 182:729: The ontinuation, starting at a = 1, has
a s-n for a ' 0:304557: But it returns to a = 1 giving a new horeography in the
same lass. This one is a saddle of the a tion fun tional, with A ' 186:705: This is
also in ontrast with the ase of Fig. 3 e, for whi h the horeography in the same
lass, obtained by ontinuation, is also a lo al minimum of the a tion.

7

Con lusions

Simple horeographies are N -body solutions in whi h all N masses hase ea h other
around the same urve. We have proved the existen e of simple planar horeographies of arbitrary omplexity and symmetry for strong-for e N -body problems. Most
of these horeographies vanish as the strong for e potential tends to the Newtonian
potential, but still a large number persist. We have investigated this vanishing fa t
numeri ally, and have found a large number of individual Newtonian horeographies. An analyti existen e proof for the Newtonian horeographies beyond N = 3
remains to be found. Whi h simple horeography lasses survive in the Newtonian
limit, and what determines whether or not they survive? Is the number of these
lasses nite? Are all the linear hains with k bubbles, k < N , represented? Can
the gure eight solution with N bodies be ontinued for all a > 0 and even for
the logarithmi potential if N is odd? It is also an open question whether simple
horeographies an exist when the masses are not all equal and N  6. For N < 6 it
has been proved (Chen iner (2) [2000℄) that all masses must be equal, using the fa t
that horeography for any set of masses implies horeography for equal masses (the
arithmeti mean). The existen e of horeographies with arbitrary time intervals
(not ne essarily equal) is ompletely open.
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